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Abstract :

Background:
How time allows us to impact on our modern or postmodern society? In the addictions, this acceleration of time and the dictatorship of the supposed «real time», seem to lead to a cognitive distortion with a temporal loop of a sterile and/or sterilizing action that blocks the subject in a repeated present, driven often by a traumatophilic impulse, taking place of thought and introspection.

Objective:
We aim to analyze this fact and to propose how “time” can be a tool to build a co-constructive project of therapy, especially, with adolescents.

5. Material and méthode
The temporal shocks (subject, family and so on) are building lines of forces. If we work together in the same direction, we can hope healing these particularly wounded persons but not without them. They, instead, will rely secondarily on this emerging confidence in their abilities to get through. We draw, with a review, some clues to
understand the importance of temporality in the approach to addictive subjects and how it is a useful therapeutic tool if we understand the ins and outs of it.

6. Résults and conclusion
We are “flabbergasted” by the adolescents’ destructiveness perceived as a mirror of the frames of transmission “destroyed”, at least “very damaged” by the speed of social and societal changes. These multiple time approaches make innovative results in this complex medical field who can benefit in interactive treatments.
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